Introducing...

THE GALACTIC FEDERATION

HAS MILLIONS OF SHIPS FROM ALL OVER THE GALAXY.

WE ARE UNITED UNDER THE BANNER OF LOVE.

WE ARE ANGELS AND MASTERS OF THE LIGHT,

COMING TO YOU IN PEACE AND INDESCRIBABLE JOY!

"OUR CURRENT MISSION IS TO ASSIST MOTHER GAIA,

INCLUDING YOU AND ALL OF HER KINGDOMS,

TO SHIFT INTO THE 5TH DIMENSION AND THE GOLDEN AGE.

WORKING WITH SANANDA, ST. GERMAIN, AND THE ENTIRE

COMPANY OF ASCENDED MASTERS FROM YOUR PLANET.

MANY HAVE CHOOSEN TO SERVE IN HUMAN EMBODIMENT.
Introduction to the Galactic Federation of Light –

by Shelden Nidle

http://www.paoweb.com/gfmember.htm

The Galactic Federation of Light was founded over 4.5 million years ago to prevent inter-dimensional dark forces from dominating and exploiting this galaxy. At present, there are just over 200,000 member star nations, confederations or unions. Approximately 40% are humanoids and the rest are varied forms of sentient beings. Most members of the Galactic Federation are fully conscious beings. To familiarize you with our space family, we will periodically present information about a Galactic Federation member species. We hope that this information will help you identify or validate any experiences you may have had with some of these beings. Our purpose is to foster goodwill and understanding of the star nations that are answering the call of Earth’s Spiritual Hierarchy to assist us in our ascension/transformation process.

To learn more about Galactic Federation Members read Sheldan's book “Your Galactic Neighbors”: To order: Click Here

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>ANDROMEDANS</th>
<th>ARCTURIANS</th>
<th>BELLATRICIANS</th>
<th>CENTAURIANS</th>
<th>MINTAKANS</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>TAU CETIANS</td>
<td>PEGASIANS</td>
<td>FOMALHAUTANS</td>
<td>PROCYONANS</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
"The Ashtar Command is the airborne division of the Great Brother/Sisterhood of Light, under the administrative direction of Commander Ashtar and the spiritual guidance of Lord Sananda, our Commander-in-Chief, known to Earth as Jesus the Christ. Composed of millions of starships and personnel from many civilizations, we are here to assist Earth and humanity through the current cycle of planetary cleansing and polar realignment. We serve like midwives in the birthing of humanity from dense-physical to physical-etheric bodies of light, capable of ascending into the fifth dimension along with the Earth."

"We of the Brotherhood of Light, and we who serve in the Intergalactic Fleets and Cosmic Federation Councils, come forth to bring you knowledge for a most eventful and confusing transition ..."

The Ashtar Command is an etheric group of extraterrestrials, angels and lightbeings and millions of "starships" working as coordinators of the activities of the spacefleet over the western hemisphere. Under the spiritual guidance of Sananda (the Most Radiant One), the ascended master who walked the Earth incarnated as Jesus the Christ, Ashtar, the commander of the galactic fleet and representative for the Universal Council of the Confederation of Planets, is currently engaged in Earth's ascension-process.

Source: http://ashtar.galactic2.net/
Why is the Galactic Federation Here?  
What do they Want?

Here’s an excellent summary of just that from Mark of the Galactic Federation of Light, as channeled through Greg Giles at:

I see the GFL is here to help us for the same reason we’re here. Ask yourself, why are you here? The answer from your heart will most likely be the same as that of the GFL – to help make this world a better place, so that we can all have a happier life filled with joy, peace, love and freedom. Although the Galactic Federation of Light members are all ascended beings, they are really no different than us, just perhaps have more experience living life and doing it all in love.

If you find yourself in fear and feel the presence of our Star Family, the Galactic Federation of Light or Ashtar Command is just too much for you to bear at this moment, reach out to LaTonya, reach out to Charles – we’ll help you through this. Book a Session Here

Love, peace and blessings,

LaTonya

Message from Mark of the Galactic Federation 2/3/12

- Posted by Greg Giles on February 3, 2012 at 11:12pm
- Send Message  View Blog
'Now is the time for all good men to come to the aid of their party.' These are very wise words indeed. Today is the day that you come to the aid of others that need, and will need, your calming voice of reason through these challenging times. Events are now to be set into motion, and the people of your world will now learn once and for all that you are not alone, you have never been alone, and that many others from parts all across this universe are here. Why we are here will be a cause of great speculation. There will be the fear mongers who shout that our presence is for the purpose of invasion. There will be others who will try to use our announcements to further instill fear within the masses to further control you, and there will be those of you such as yourselves who know the truth; that are intentions are strictly honorable and that we are only here to assist humanity make the necessary changes to take a great leap in your advancement, to enter a new age of Galactic partnership. To reverse the devastating effects your industrialization has had on your planet and to help you rid your world of the parasites that have clung to you and have fed off your labors to feed their unquenchable thirst for more money and power. We are here to assist you with these tasks, nothing more, nothing less.

We of the Galactic Federation of Light are ascended beings, all of us. We come here in service from worlds of plenty. We need or want for nothing, as we have the power to create anything it is that we wish. There is nothing of your world we desire, but to extend our hand in humble service and assist you to join us as a member of our Galactic community. You have been through so much struggle throughout your many incarnations and it is time for you to put all this behind you in the name of spiritual growth and education, and now leave these difficult memories behind you, taking with you only the wisdom you obtained through these difficult lessons.

There will be those who resist our offers of assistance. They will allow fear and distrust to block them from receiving the benefits of our help. We will try to allow all to see our intentions are of the purest of intent, and we ask your assistance in this regard. You, being their fellow brethren, may have a greater chance to break through the walls that have been built through fear and disinformation. We believe in you, and we know you can get the job done.

The people of your world will now learn of our presence through the use of your media that will be anxious to cover this breaking story. From one to another and then to another media outlet, the news of our mission to assist you right the wrongs of your world will spread like a wildfire, and in no time at all complete coverage of this life-changing event will reach everyone in every corner of the globe. This is a crucial period. This is where it is imperative of you, our trusted ground crew, to launch into action and spread your calming voices over the seas of confusion and distrust. We know you can do it, and we know you will succeed, opening the door to further implementation of the overall plan. This is the point that will begin to get fun for you. This is the point where all of your world will quickly begin to reap the benefits of our assistance.
Changes will commence quickly and efficiently, and the obstacles that have been so stubbornly seeded in your paths to a better life will be removed one by one, leaving clear lanes for all of you to proceed on your journey the way you were meant to.

Life does not have to be hard. Your journey does not have to be so difficult, with little reward in the way of happiness. Life is meant to be enjoyed with each day bringing more happiness and excitement. There is a better way for you. Allow us to show you that better way. Allow us the chance to show you what our lives are like. That is all we ask of you. We are confident when you see what your lives can easily be like with just a few modifications to your present set up, we feel you will all agree the time for change had come a long time ago.

You are being called to duty at this time, in service to this planet and her people to help facilitate these changes that will mean so much to so many all across this great land. This is quite a responsibility, is it not? You volunteered your talents for this day, and this day has now arrived. You and others like you, with our assistance, will see these needed changes made manifest, and a new world will shine through from the ashes of the old.

I am Mark from the Galactic Federation of Light, and it was a pleasure to speak with you today. We will speak again, until then, be well and see that your assignments are carried out in good faith.

As channeled through Greg Giles

http://ascensionearth2012.blogspot.com

http://spanishgreggiles.blogspot.com/ - Spanish
http://brazilgreggiles.blogspot.com/ - Brazil
http://bulgarianbg.blogspot.com/ - Bulgarian
http://croatiangreggiles.blogspot.com/ - Croatian
http://dutchgreggiles.blogspot.com/ - Dutch
http://germangreggiles.blogspot.com/ - German
http://greekgreggiles.blogspot.com/ - Greek
http://hebrewgreggiles.blogspot.com/ - Hebrew
http://polishgreggiles.blogspot.com/ - Polish
http://japanesegreggiles.blogspot.com/ - Japanese
http://portugalgg.blogspot.com/- Portugal
http://romaniangreggiles.blogspot.com/- Romanian
http://russiangreggilles.blogspot.com/- Russian
http://sloveniangreggiles.blogspot.com/- Slovenian
http://swedishgreggiles.blogspot.com/- Swedish
http://chinesegreggiles.blogspot.com/- Traditional Chinese
http://hungariangreggiles.blogspot.com/- Hungarian
http://frenchgreggiles.blogspot.com/- French
Origins, Council Meetings of the GFL

Here’s an excerpt from a summary published through Our Family of the Stars which shares information regarding the origins of the Galactic Federation of Light, the species and planets associated with the GFL now as well as how /when/ where the GFL meets and who sits on the councils.

Arcturians speak for Themselves
Conversations with Nomar
- May, 2006


... 

**Question:** Could you please tell us more about the Galactic Federation.

**Nomar:** I have a great deal more to tell you about the roll of the Federation, why it was created and my perspective. There are many different truths as you will learn as a multidimensional being; truth is perception. It is neither light nor dark. It simply is. It is experience. It is encoding. Millennia 3 ago during the Great Wars in the Orion system the Galactic Federation was created to maintain peace in the free will zones. There was a great deal of time jumping and a great deal of unauthorized creation that jeopardized the stability of the fabric of the galaxy by those whose curiosity and interest had exceeded their spiritual development. The Federation was created to, for lack of a better term, police the time jumping and the destruction of the basic elements. If measures had not been taken, all that had been created would be destroyed and unfortunately, the experiment could not be allowed to go that far. Understand it is important for those to have free will. However there are limits that the original creators are willing to allow freedom and experience to go; to completely destruct and destroy a galaxy was a limitation. There were too many species, too many beings involved at that point so lines and boundaries were drawn. So the Galactic Federation was formed. Initially it was a gathering of 53 planets, a total of 6 species. It was the Andaaries, the Lemurians, the Orians, the Sirians, and the Arcturans. Understand that your Lemurians were Lyran descendants. And it was their predecessors, their ancestors who created the Galactic Federation. Do you have any questions, Brian?

**Question:** Yes. You mentioned the original creators. I was wondering if you could talk to us a little bit about that?
Nomar: To some very small extent as it is not our main focus, but for your own personal information we will provide it here. As consciousness split itself, it was necessary for consciousness to be split within 12 beings to hold a resonance for the universe. These 12 beings created the basic building blocks that have allowed worlds to unfold. They maintain the integrity of the system ensuring that the fabric is not ripped, torn or shred, that things run smoothly within the boundaries of their creation. Your “Matrix” is not far off the mark. Computers are simply a reflection of you. Not the other way around.

**Question:** So you’d like to focus on the Galactic Federation?

Nomar: Yes.

**Question:** You said initially it comprised 53 different planets?

Nomar: Yes.

**Question:** And 6 species? So in this current time continuum how many planets are currently participating?

Nomar: As we stated there are 183 species. The number of planets goes into the thousands.

**Question:** I see, so all those species have a representative that sit on the Galactic Federation, on the Galactic Council?

Nomar: Yes, they have multiple species, depending on the planets, the number of planets that each species represents. Almost as your states, your larger states, have more representatives. Interestingly enough it is very similar; you are reflecting that structure within your government.

**Question:** And where do they meet, and how often do they meet?

Nomar: Generally we meet off world in neutral zones, on ships. But there is one planet that is your equivalent of the UN headquarters. Your Galactic Federation Headquarters.

**Question:** And what would a typical meeting consist of? What would the agenda be?

Nomar: To discuss squabbles. To mediate decisions, to mediate conflict.

**Question:** And what are they currently overseeing with regards to Earth?

Nomar: What boundaries were set up to maintain the integrity of the planet without stunting the free will, choice, growth, experience of those involved.

**Question:** And do we as humans from Earth have a representative that sits on the Galactic Federation?

Nomar: Yes, your higher consciousness.

**Question:** All of us as humans? Or just one individual?
Nomar: No. There are approximately 300 humans whose higher consciousness sit in meetings. However, not all are human. They may also be beings who spend most of their time off world so they will represent another world as their higher consciousness, another aspect of themselves.

Question: And the beings that are human that sit on the council, are they known to us? Would we recognize them? Are they...is their identity hidden from us?

Nomar: You would know them on a soul level from your interaction, you personally. But would most people recognize them if they were to meet them on the street? No.

Question: So it is not someone, a celebrity, or someone famous that is known to the masses?


Question: Is there anyone in particular that you could tell us about, that we might recognize the name?

Nomar: Your Hillary Clinton sits on the Council as one from the Orion system. Earth would not be considered her home world. Her multidimensional self would choose to align with the Orion energies.

Question: Is that a reptilian energy?

Nomar: Not wholly. But, her energies are very similar, more Draconian in nature. Understand that the war between the Draconians and the Orians and the Sirians and the lizards has been ongoing for centuries.

Question: OK. Why? It just seems like people would be more spiritually evolved.

Nomar: Not always. Their thrust has been for real estate. They are both species whose drive is very base in nature. It was never a spiritual quest for them. Their souls did not wish to experience the spiritual. They wanted to delve very deeply into the physical and that is where they have lost themselves. And that is where they are coming around to again. It is almost as if an addict has to hit bottom. So must the reptilians before they can remember the other aspects of themselves. They must explore the deepest darkest parts.

Nomar: So it is important for you to understand as multidimensional beings, these other lifetimes do impact you and you do impact other lifetimes. That will be the greatest understanding, the greatest leap, the greatest concept for linear thinking beings to wrap their minds around.

Read the full message here:  
Organization of the Galactic Federation of Light and Ashtar Command

I found this summary of the Galactic Federation of Light and Ashtar Command helpful and informative. As a Divine Being of Light, you can access the knowledge and wisdom of Divine One Mind through and by connecting to your own Sacred Heart.

NOTE: As always, when reading this or any material for that matter, connect in with your heartspace and use your own discernment to come to your own conclusions about the truth of any information presented herein. Blessings, LaTonya

---------------------------

One of Three Postings by Joshua Hayden - Captain Ashtar, The Ashtar Command and The Galactic Federation

- Posted by Sokuntheary Oum-O’Haire on January 23, 2012 at 7:00am

Greetings my brothers and sisters,

Here’s a posting of One of Three that I'm sharing with you to give the big pictures of all the players...thank you Joshua Hayden for sharing this message ... namaste ...

Sokuntheary Oum-O’Haire

Posted by Joshua Hayden on January 2, 2012 at 5:51pm

Lord Ashtar is the Supreme Commander of the Galactic Federation. The Ones working for Ashtar are the Ascended Masters. The Admiral of the FlagShip called The New Jerusalem is Sananda, who is a higher form of Jesus. Commander Ashtar and the millions in the Galactic Federation do not wish to be seen as different than you or I. They like to be seen as equals. Many of us have our Twin Flames working in the Galactic Federation on the Ships and we are all on the path of evolution.

Much of Ashtar's Mission involves helping woman and mankind remember the Galactics and also in protecting the Planet as well as the Solar System from negative extraterrestrials groups and their desire to control Earth and other Planets. One of the most important roles Ashtar has played in recent times with Earth and other Planets in the Solar System is to keep her inhabitants from destroying themselves and their Planet through the proliferation of nuclear weapons.

Even though Captain Ashtar is in charge of the Space Fleet in this Solar System, he is not limited to this sector of the space for his Service. Ashtar represents our Solar System in the council meetings of our Galaxy, and Universes throughout the greater Cosmos. The Ashtar Command On Earth and in the Skies.
On the MotherShips and StarShips under his command, there are 20 million Crew on the Ships. Working with Ashtar KOS (King of Swords). KOS is in a physical template, as we all are, and we all are stepped-down representatives of the highest Source levels...with internal connections to much higher levels: Mother-Father, God-Goddess, All That Is.

KOS with St. Germain, was appointed by the ICJ (International Court of Justice in the Hague) in 1999 as head of the 4 million man, world-wide militia, and pro-forma President of the U.S. He supervises Faction 3 Intel. KOS is an enhanced Galactic-Human with a 3D job heading the Secret Service with President Obama, a wife and he speaks 23 languages. Appointed by the World Court in 1999, he has martial law authority to ensure NESARA Announcement and Implementation. KOS was given his authority in 1999 by the World Court and Lady Master Nada. He and those who work with him and the Galactics are at 38 levels above the President of the US.

King of Swords actually has been the single planetary leader and he wears at least two hats. He is also put in charge of Galactic-Human adepts who now number about 16 million and who have all been trained on the StarShips and have full telepathic connectivity and are shape-shifters with enhanced abilities.

Barack Obama is here representing both the Sirian Council of Nine and also, on assignment from the Great Central Sun (Alycone) and has assistance and protection by 16 million galactic-humans working for KOS and the 4 Million man world-wide militia. Their task has been to coordinate the removal of the 40-50’ tall dragons (renegade Annunaki) working in government, and in various powerful roles around the Planet .

The CIA was originally formed as an Executive Order, to deal with the negative extraterrestrials making Treaties with the U.S. Government. Now we have seen this organization searching for StarGates, committing War Crimes, and Blackwater Ops designed to control Earth. There are also reptilian renegades living within vast caverns and underground areas deep within the Planet these adepts have worked to remove.

KOS works with Ashtar at the AICO. As we Star Seeds unite with our Mighty I AM presences those communications conduits are automatically 'involved' and will gradually become more conscious, stronger and directly connected with Source Intelligence/All That Is (The Great Eye of Ra, This Represents The Law of One). Now we connect with 12D and that level steps down the energetic messages from 100D, which is the Godhead. So, on this level, KOS and his Twin Flame, Lady Master Nada, are very elevated souls with direct responsibility as the Hosts of Heaven and all Councils in charge of this World's Ascension, as well as other Planets in our Solar System.

Lady Master Nada has several powerful hats she wears. First, She is the President of the Solar Tribunal on Saturn. Through her position as International Court of Justice and as International Special Prosecutor with extraordinary powers to dissolve courts, arrest judges including our Supreme Court Justices or anyone else. She is our NESARA 'Postal Lady' in charge of the Announcement and Deliveries. She is also Twin Flame of Admiral Sananda. She was originally from Lebanon and is quite familiar with all the mid-Eastern/Asian cultures. She traveled extensively with the Dalai Lama. She is an Ascended Master. She foreclosed on our Corporate Government on 30 September 2008 when Bush defaulted on his payments.
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The King of Swords then put us inside NESARA Law and saved the world banks and stock markets from crashing. She and St Germain are the architects of a whole new planetary economic and legal revitalization to prepare us for Ascension's reunification with Source.

**The Ashtar Command** works with GAIA/VYWAMUS. Another important role the Ashtar Command has done is working with GAIA/VYWAMUS in the clearing and resetting of the Earth Grid. Metatron heads up this work with Mother Sekhmet. There are certain grid points on the Earth similar to our acupuncture points on our physical bodies. When one of these points gets blocked in our physical body there is a stagnation of energy flow which eventually leads to disease. The same is true of the planet Earth.

We have seen recent massive Earth changes as the Separation of Worlds continues and the Old Timelines are erased. There are special Crews within the Galactic Federation working on this task. Mark and Beth have done extensive work with the Earth Grid and erasing of Timelines.

The Earth Grid is the electromagnetic crystalline connection to the rest of the Cosmos and connects through Earth's portals and StarGates with StarGates which connect our Galaxy to other Galaxies. One of the important things to understand about Commander Ashtar and His millions of workers, and fleet of extraterrestrial aircraft, is that they are etheric in nature. They do not have physical bodies like we do, however they are able to manifest physical bodies and StarShips or project into physicality and time they want.

Most of the life on the other Planets in our Solar System is Etheric in nature. The Ashtar command also has MotherShips that are anchored in space that are as long as 100 miles in diameter. These MotherShips contain entire cities with literally millions of people and a thriving society. Mother Sekhmet's MotherShip is Nibiru.

The Ashtar command is part of a great Confederation of Planets, first in our Solar System, and then in our Galaxy. The Ashtar Command is in charge of our Solar System. Then you have the interplanetary confederation which is a larger group of local Planets in our sector of space. Then you have the Galactic Confederation of Planets. Then still larger there is the Intergalactic Confederation of 7 Super Universes.

**Admiral Lincor** is in the head of Star Fleet through several universes. Each of these Councils work in conjunction with the Planetary, Solar, Galactic, and Universal Spiritual Groups. The Galactics and Angelics Work Together As One.

Commander Ashtar also works closely with the Angelic Kingdom, and with the Protective Forces, most specifically with Archangel Michael. Commander Ashtar is an extremely loving and gentle man but stern and adamant in His Mission to Serve. Many of the Ashtar Command walk among us on our streets on Earth without us even being aware of it.

One example is Tom the ringtail Cat Paschat, another is the Poppy Lady, and also the King of Egypt (KOE). The Ashtar Command serves in a certain sense as Heaven's policemen and they are placed in many roles all over the World. The Galactics, however, cannot override the wishes or the free will of those living on Earth.

One of the challenges the Ashtar Command has is that if our government has in the past made legally binding Treaties with certain negative extraterrestrial groups, they are not allowed to interfere with our free choice, unless we are endangering our Solar System and Galaxy.
The only path to PEACE is Justice and a Just World is a World of PEACE. KOS, Admiral Sananda, Lady Master Nada, Ashtar, St Germain, Archangel Michael and Archangel Metatron, Mother Sekhmet and Alcyone, work together as representatives of the Ashtar Command to restore PEACE to Earth.

The number of negative extraterrestrials is small in number compared to the vast number of christed extraterrestrials, however, the negative ones are quite dangerous and have tried very hard to control Earth and her resources, control Earth's population and kept most of Earth poor and in servitude.

What we are seeing in January 2010 is the final maneuvers of the last negative ETs leaving the Matrix. None of the Ones here today are originally from Earth. All of us here are Star travelers and here to do a Mission as Earth evolves. We are all extraterrestrial Galactics. We are all Divine Angelics. We are all wearing human bodies.

Ashtar and the Galactic Federation Work Within The Office of the Christ. Ashtar and all in the Galactic Federation work from the Office of the Christ. When the term Christ is used here it is not meant in the Christian sense, it is used in the Universal sense. All spiritual paths lead to Christ and the Holy Spirit or Brahma, Vishnu and Shiva, Vishnu being the equivalent of the Christ in Hinduism. Krishna was also the premier Christ of the eastern world. All religions also lead to the God/Goddess. Kalki Maitreya, is known as the Cosmic Christ. The Galactics and the Angelics work together. There are different levels in the office of the Christ. There are the Planetary Christ, Solar Christ, Galactic Christ, Universal Christ, Multiversal Christ and Cosmic Christ. Metatron is at the level of Cosmic Christ.

All Masters of all religions and spiritual paths help their students become the Christ, it is not in truth a Christian term, it is a living presence which you can call any name you want: Sananda/Jesus, Lady Master Nada, Lord Buddha, Krishna, Lao Tse, Zoroaster, Kalki Maitreya, Melchizedek, Ra, Mother Sekhmet, Alcyone, Archangel Metatron, Archangel Michael, Archangel Raphael, Mother Mary, Archangel Uriel, Archangel Gabriel, Helios and Vesta, St Germain, Kuthumi, Serapis Bey, Lord Arcturus, Ashtar and Athena, Commander Hatonn, Commander Soltec, Commander Korton, Commander Monk Ka, Tom the Ringtail Cat Paschat, Ka Tar Tek, Tek Ra.

These spiritual Masters are all members of the Galactic Federation and all work from the Office of The Christ. You are created by God as a Christ. Planet Earth is already in the 5th Dimension. It is only when we work from the 3rd Dimension that we forget. Remembering is about waking up. Every Planet in every Galaxy and Universe call this a different name. All of the members of the Galactic Federation are what we call Christed ETs. When we have Decloakings and Landings we will get to see our Galactic Family. These Ones will be returning to Earth to live with us here and together with us, build Terra Nova.

The United States Government first learned of German scientists working on copies of Alien Technology when they invaded Germany during WW II. In 1936 Germany had recovered a crashed UFO. In the 1940's there was a great increase in extraterrestrial activity.

The single most important event was probably the Roswell crash. The Roswell crash occurred on July 7, 1947 near Roswell, New Mexico. A UFO crashed and the bodies of four dead extraterrestrials were found. These four were Zeta Reticulans. There was a Zeta Reticulan Scientist named Sanni Seto on that Craft and she survived and is fine. The radar the U.S. used then caused the Craft to go off course and crash.

-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
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Between 1947 and 1952 the United States Government obtained at least 16 crashed or downed UFO crafts and 65 extraterrestrial bodies. One live extraterrestrial was recovered. A UFO was found on February 13, 1948 on a Mesa near Aztec, New Mexico. Another craft was located on March 25, 1949 in White Sands, New Mexico. It was over 100 feet in diameter and a total of 17 extraterrestrial (ET) bodies were recovered from the two crafts. Of even greater significance was the discovery of a large number of human body parts stored within both of these vehicles. This was coded as "Ultra Top Secret" because of the perceived panic that might occur if this information leaked out to the general public. The United States Air Force and the CIA controlled the Extraterrestrial Secret.

The CIA was originally formed by Presidential Executive Order for the Singular Purpose of dealing with this ET situation. What they didn't say is, those running the CIA were indeed time travelers, ETs in human bodies, who came here from the 24th Century. The live ET that was found had been found wandering in the desert from the 1949 Roswell crash and was named "Ebe". Ebe stands for extraterrestrial biological entity. Ebe had a tendency to lie and would only give answers to questions that he desired to answer. In 1951 Ebe became ill. American doctors had no idea how to medically deal with Ebe because his system was chlorophyll based and processed food into energy much the same as plants do. On June 2nd, 1952 Ebe died. In an attempt to save Ebe and to gain favor with this technologically superior race.

President Truman had been keeping our allies, including the Soviet Union, informed of the developing ET problem. This had been done in case the ETs turned out to be a threat to the human race. During Dwight Eisenhower's first year in office, which was in 1953, at least 10 more StarShips were recovered along with 26 dead and 4 live ETs. Eisenhower did not reveal the secret to the Congress. His friend, and fellow member of Council of Foreign Relations, (Secret Government) Nelson Rockefeller. The Secret Government (CIA) began covertly planning a Secret Group to supervise this ET situation. This group became known as the MJ12.

The Movie "Close Encounters" was a fictionalized version of a meeting with US government officials when an ET Ambassador stayed behind in a pledge with the President and the Secret Government to make a Treaty. In 1953 astronomers discovered large MotherShips in orbit around Earth. Project SIGNA intercepted alien radio communications. Project SIGNA, through radio communications using the computer binary language, was able to arrange face to face landings and contact with ET Beings from another planet.

This initial group of ETs were from Zeta Reticuli and have often been referred to as the "Greys". They are very small in stature, about four or five feet tall. They looked nothing like human beings of the Adam Kadmon style as we are used to. They had big heads, more almond shaped eyes and long arms. A race of human ETs landed at Homestead Air Force Base in Florida, and successfully communicated with the US Government. This group warned us of the Greys that were orbiting the equator. They were warning us of the 'Greys', and a reptilian extraterrestrial race from Orion.

The reptilian race have a reptilian looking head with a human looking physical body. The Galactic Federation offered to help us with all our technological and spiritual problems, however they had a requirement. They demanded that we dismantle and destroy our nuclear weapons. Our Secret Government refused.

A third landing occurred at Edwards Air Force Base in 1954. The base was closed for three days and no one was allowed to enter or leave during that time. Eisenhower arranged to be in Palm Springs on
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vacation. On the appointed day he was spirited off to the base. The excuse was given to the press that he was visiting a dentist. Five UFO craft landed, and Eisenhower met with the ETs. All these landings were filmed.

This alien group again was from Zeta Reticuli. During this time, the Galactic Federation was trying to help, but the Secret Government refused to end the proliferation of Nuclear Weapons. The Cabal, those human looking ETs from the future, the Fallen Angels, had no intention of giving up their power and control of Earth. They were interested in not only conquering Earth, but many other Planets as well. To this day, President Obama is meeting with positive ETs from the Galactic Federation. The most recent 'excuse' was an injured child during his Christmas trip to Hawaii. It is easier to hide his comings and going when vacationing in Hawaii, "The Rock".

A Formal Treaty between the Zeta Reticulan Star Nation and the United States government was signed. We officially received our first ET Ambassador from Outer Space who was the same Being who stayed in the first landing. His name and title was his "Omnipotent Highness Krill". The treaty, basically stated that the ETs would not interfere in our affairs and we would not interfere in theirs. We would keep their presence on earth a secret. They would furnish us with our advanced technological development. They would not make any treaty with any other nation on earth. The treaty included a selling of Souls.

The Zeta Reticulans were granted, by this treaty, permission to abduct humans on a limited and periodic basis for the purposes of medical examination and monitoring of our development. There was a stipulation that the humans would not be harmed, and would be returned to their point of abduction, and that they would have no memory of the event. The Zeta Reticulan Ambassadors would remain on Earth. The human "guests" would go to their planet, and then return and then an exchange would take place. This was re-enacted in the movie "Close Encounters".

It was also agreed that bases would be constructed underground in the United States for the use of the Greys and that two bases would be constructed for joint use of the Greys and the Secret Government. Exchange of technology would occur in the jointly occupied bases. These ET bases would be constructed under Indian Reservation in the four corners area of Utah, Colorado, New Mexico and Arizona, and one in the Mojave Desert near Yucca, California. A secret military fund was put together to build 75 deep underground facilities. The excuse was that these were needed in case of Nuclear War!

It became obvious by 1955 that the Greys had deceived Eisenhower and broken the treaty. The Secret Government had basically sold out the American people without their permission. Abductions were occurring at hundreds of times the rate agreed upon. There were reports of human mutilations occasionally happening also, although this was much rarer. It was also suspected that all abductees had not been returned.

The Soviet Union were also working with The Greys and were using humans and animals for a source of glandular secretions, enzymes, hormonal secretions, blood plasma and genetic experiments, including hybrid pregnancies and babies. The Greys said that this was necessary for their survival. They stated that their genetic structure had deteriorated and that they were no longer able to reproduce. They said that if they were unable to improve their genetic structure, their race would soon cease to exist.

---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
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The Greys were also found to be impregnating human females and somehow causing an early termination of the pregnancies to secure a hybrid infant. They were also implanting humans on earth with both mechanical and non-mechanical implants for biological monitoring and tracking purposes.

I trained with Arcturus on his Medical Ships. We have taken some of my Healing Clients there. He has shown me the surgical scars made by the Greys during their surgeries. This was meatball surgery and all experimental. Arcturus and I have gone in and done Light Surgeries healing the wounds. He has taken me back in time to the moment of the surgeries so I could watch how the Greys did their work. They did heart and lung surgeries and bone and muscles surgeries. I also saw many Clients who had hosted pregnancy implantations from the Greys. I went back to the time of the induction to take the baby, with Arcturus. Archangel Michael always accompanies us as well.

I have seen a place where these orphans go to be adopted within the Grey Community. There are many children in this Group who were implanted and inducted. They are considered outsiders in their Own Society and they all live in an area together, where there is a community of these Ones living happy lives. Often when I tell my Client the information about their experience, they are angry, sad, and do not believe me. I explain to them what Arcturus told me. These Ones are hybrids themselves and agreed to these things before they incarnated into human bodies.

There is no judgment here. It is time to forgive and move on into an Attitude of Love. These horrific things are not happening now. The last negative ET was removed in November 2009 and nothing like this will happen on Earth again. Over 18,000 Greys lived at the Dulce, New Mexico underground base alone. Some of the technology in these bases was provided by the Greys and is far beyond the understanding of the Secret Government. There were terrible sciences practiced here, remnants of Atlantis, experiments included mixing human and animal genetics. Over the years the Reptilians and Greys became more and more bold in destroying life for their own purpose.

The Secret Government has had over 70 species of ETs trying to contact us. We have obtained and have in our possession over 40 flying StarShips, many of which have been reproduced and are testing and flying ourselves. We have over 100 bodies of dead ETs. The Secret Government at this time, in partnership with the Soviet Union, worked with these Negative ETs in the colonization of the Moon and Mars. They launched their equipment for this from a portal in the Indian Ocean at Deigo Garcia. This happened long before our first official public landing on the moon by astronaut Armstrong.

Another plan of the Secret Government was the use of nuclear devices to blast holes in the stratosphere to let the greenhouse heat and pollution escape. The Earth Cooling and poison with pollution was to depopulate the Earth's population. As part of this plan there was the implementation of birth control, sterilization, and the introduction of deadly microbes to slow the growth of the Earth's population, including AIDS. The plague of AIDS was created by the Secret Government with the Negative ETs as a form of bacteriological warfare. It was purposely given to specifically selected targeted populations including Blacks, Hispanics and homosexuals.

One of the ways they did this was to lace hepatitis vaccines with the virus. The Secret Government (CIA) and Politics The One President that wasn't under the hold of the Secret Government was John Kennedy. When he found out about a lot of the Secret Government activities, he cooperated with the Galactic Federation. President Eisenhower had approved 13 Million dollars for the Negative ETs to install Nuclear Weapons in Cuba. They worked in alliance with Nikita Khruschev. The 13 Families, time traveling ETs,
were trying to control the Planet. They were using nuclear weapons to make false reasons for arms and war. They used this backdrop of staged Wars as they continued to look for StarGates.

The Galactic Federation thwarted the nuclear missiles in Cuba. It was his cooperation with the Galactic Federation, that had the Secret Government remove him and his brother, Bobby. President Kennedy is with the Galactic Federation now and will return with landings scheduled this year. One of the main ways the Secret Government has financed all their projects is through drug money.

George Bush was one of the original people that was approached to help the CIA start their program of selling drugs. His former Secretary of State, James Baker is even higher up in the Secret Government ladder than George Bush was. George Bush, as you know later became the head of the CIA.

The fact that these men and the entire corrupt staff have been voted out of office marked the beginning of a great awakening for the American people, and the beginning of the end for the Dark Brotherhood's reign of control. The Secret Government, or Council on Foreign Relations and Trilateral Commission were in complete control of the ET Technology before last summer when Mark and I with Rama worked with the Galactic Federation on the Ops to clear the Planet of the Negative ET technologies, their Ships, and the remaining reptilians and Dragons.

These ones are less than 100 individuals controlling our Planet, they and their families are also connected into 35 other Planets. This is the reason WHY the Galactic Federation is involved. This problem effects our entire Local Galaxy. We are a Galactic Society. What happens here effects Ones on several local Planets. There have been reports that we will "soon" with the new telescope "See Earth-like Planets that are inhabited".

This is not joyous news. This is a realization that the Secret Government has HIDDEN our Family from us. The arrests of these individuals are in their absolute final days. Ashtar announced on January 12, 2010 the arrests are complete. Our Work with The Galactic Federation Secret Forces Mark and I work with Captain Ashtar, the Supreme Commander of the Galactic Federation, and the Admiral, Sananda Kumara with the Secret Forces to clear this problem. We work with the Secret Forces of the Galactic Federation which include Commander Hatonn from the Protection Forces and Commander Korton with Monk Ka from Mars and King of Swords (KOS) on Earth.

Our communications are coordinated by Commander Soltec from Alpha Centauri. We work with Tom the ringtail Cat Paschat. Our Ops are coordinated with Mother Sekhmet and her Paschats. Rama worked with us on all of these Ops. We coordinated several Ops from June until November of 2009 to remove the Negative ETs. Because of our work and successes we were targeted by negative ETs.

We worked with Metatron and Archangel Michael, and with Tom the ringtail Cat Paschat to make electromagnetic light shields around our homes. These were designed to keep the negative ETs out. There were infiltrations. We received our intel from the KOS and he coordinated efforts between us and the Secret Forces. We have participated in several Ops we have never spoken of. These were the Ops we spoke of that cleared the Planet of the reptilian race, the Greys, their labs, underground experiments and extensive network of destruction.

Mark and I trained individually for years before we met. We were both trained by the Secret Forces independently before coming together for the final Ops. There have been many attempts to keep us apart and keep our joint work hidden. We chose to broadcast our Ops on the internet and on radio.

---
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Mark finally mentioned the Op where one of the last MotherShips of the Zeta Reticulans was removed in November.

I was in a Craft with Tom the ringtail Cat Paschat and I was beamed from the MotherCraft. I had extensive injuries, but these improved in a matter of days. I had several treatments from Arcturus which healed me quickly. Mark was so concerned, he spoke publicly of it. This surprised me and I was too concerned to comment, but did recover in a few days. Mother Sekhmet took out that final Negative ET Craft which was miles wide, very very large. We were told a few days later all Negative ETs have been removed from Earth[Nov 2009].

It was that final Op that made it possible for the work that is being done now. Now the arrests of the Secret Government agents, Negative ETs, themselves, are now complete. The Spiritual Awakening of Earth has been the final key marking the end. The Galactic Federation, with the Secret Forces, with Soltec and Korton, and others, have worked together and stopped the Negative ETs from controlling other Planets in our Local Galaxy.

We are now able to Image more of Space and the Truth is being revealed more each day. The mass decloakings and disclosure are key and will begin with the United States. Namaste finally the truth has come out wait until others know how and what our government has done and just lied about their negative ET contacts.

Read more: http://www.ashtarcommandcrew.net/profiles/blogs/one-of-three-postings-by-joshua-hayden#ixzz1kdcteYcd
Empowerment Resources

SOME OF LATONY'S FAVORITE WEBSITES

http://www.SimpleAscension.com
http://www.HumanityCommunityCenter.com
http://www.ashtarcommandcrew.net
http://starseedhotline.ning.com
http://www.the2012scenario.com
http://www.crimsoncircle.com
http://www.matthewbooks.com
http://www.templeofsacredsound.org/
http://www.youtube.com/user/Komurosan

GLOBAL, FINANCIAL, ECONOMIC, WHISTLEBLOWER INFO RELATED TO PERSONAL AND GLOBAL ASCENSION ISSUES

http://www.divinecosmos.com
http://www.projectcamelot.org/
http://benjaminfulford.net/

GALACTIC FEDERATION OF LIGHT

http://www.galacticfederationoflight.info/

ASHTAR COMMAND

http://www.ashtarcommandcrew.net
http://ashtar.galactic2.net

PETITION: DISCLOSURE
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Formally acknowledge extraterrestrial presence engaging the human race

https://wwws.whitehouse.gov/petitions/%21/petition/formally-acknowledge-extraterrestrial-presence-engaging-human-race-disclosure/wfYDImlG

DISCLOSURE VIDEO

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=W-0Ebn3qrBE

PETITION: NESARA

Announce and Implement NATIONAL ECONOMIC SECURITY AND REFORMATION ACT


NESARA VIDEO

http://www.youtube.com/watch?feature=player_embedded&v=-02XvGD58tE

THRIVE - THE MOVIE

Watch the full movie “Thrive – What on Earth will it Take?”

THRIVE is an unconventional documentary that lifts the veil on what’s REALLY going on in our world by following the money upstream -- uncovering the global consolidation of power in nearly every aspect of our lives. Weaving together breakthroughs in science, consciousness and activism, THRIVE offers real solutions, empowering us with unprecedented and bold strategies for reclaiming our lives and our future.

http://www.thrivemovement.com/the_movie